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Ground-state quantum computers mimic quantum-mechanical time evolution within the amplitudes of a
time-independent quantum state. We explore the principles that constrain this mimicking. A no-cloning argu-
ment is found to impose strong restrictions. It is shown, however, that there is flexibility that can be exploited
using quantum teleportation methods to improve ground-state quantum computer design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The realization that quantum computers[1] can outper-
form classical computers on certain problems[2–5] has led
to a surge of interest in the subject of quantum-information
theory. On the one hand, abstract explorations have probed
the characteristics and prospects of the theory[1–7]. On the
other hand, experimental and theoretical research has pur-
sued the realization of quantum-information processing in
the laboratory[8–23]. There has been a spectrum of creative
contributions in both directions. Still, it remains unclear
whether it will be feasible to develop a useful quantum com-
puter, and it is also unclear what the potential of such a
device ultimately is. Given this situation, it is essential to
continue exploring diverse approaches to this field, keeping
in mind the compelling paradigms that have already
emerged.

In previous articles, we have suggested a “ground-state”
approach[24,25] to quantum computing that departs from
the conventional time-dependent picture. In the usual picture
of quantum computation, and indeed, in general quantum-
mechanical time evolution, a system is characterized by a
time-dependent stateucstidl, evolving as

ucstidl = Uiucsti−1dl. s1d

In this equation,tj denotes a specific instant of time, withj
=0, . . . ,N, andUj captures the evolution betweenti−1 and ti.
The initial state of the system isucst0dl and the final state,
which presumably contains the results of the calculation, is
ucstNdl. In ground-state quantum computation, the system is
cooled into a stationary ground stateuCl that has no time
dependence. Instead, the system is designed to have a large
Hilbert space, so that all the quantum amplitudes in the entire
sequence of stateshucst0dl , ucst1dl , . . . ,ucstNdlj are contained
in uCl. In this way, the time evolution ofucstidl is mimicked
in a time-independent state.

For instance, in the case of a single qubit, there are two
amplitudes in eachucstidl, leading to a total of 2sN+1d am-
plitudes. The ground-state quantum computer(GSQC) is
therefore constructed with a 2sN+1d-dimensional Hilbert
space of stateshu00l , u10l , u01l , u11l , . . . ,u0Nl , u1Nlj. The state
uCl takes the following form when written as a column vec-
tor

3
k00uCl
k10uCl

k01uCl
k11uCl

A
k0NuCl
k1NuCl

4 =
1

ÎN + 13
k0ucst0dl
k1ucst0dl

k0ucst1dl
k1ucst1dl

A
k0ucstNdl
k1ucstNdl

4
=

1
ÎN + 13

Fk0ucst0dl
k1ucst0dl G

U1Fk0ucst0dl
k1ucst0dl G

A

UN . . .U1Fk0ucst0dl
k1ucst0dl G 4 . s2d

Equation(1) has been invoked, and we see that the ampli-
tudes contained inuCl depend upon the initial stateucst0dl
and the 232 matricesU1, . . . ,UN. The particular physical
realization of the stateuCl is left unspecified in this formal-
ism, just as the formalism of time-dependent quantum com-
putation leaves the particular realization of the stateucstdl
unspecified. Experimental considerations would determine
the best system for a GSQC apparatus. For illustration pur-
poses, it can be helpful to consider a single electron shared
among 2sN+1d quantum dots, assuming one state per dot, as
in Fig. 1.

At first the ground-state scheme may appear unfamiliar,
but it actually has a lot in common with the design of a
classical digital computer. In today’s classical digital com-
puters, during a given clock cycle, the electrical voltage es-
tablishes a time-independent, steady-state pattern in an array
of gates. The input and output(and intermediate logical
states) are simultaneously present as voltages at different
spatial locations in the electric circuit. An analogous situa-
tion prevails in a GSQC, in which a spatially extended quan-
tum state plays the role of the electrical voltage pattern,
achieving a time-independent state in an array of gates. The
comparison is illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The figures
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depict two bits that start an algorithm with logical value 0.
The left bit undergoes anIDENTITY and the right bit under-
goes aNOT gate. The two bits then undergo anXOR operation

[controlled-NOT (CNOT) in the quantum case, where the ar-
row points to the target bit], so that both finish with logical
value 1. In both the classical digital circuit and the GSQC,
different steps in the logical flow correspond to different
points in space.

In contrast, the conventional time-dependent quantum
computer design actually functions quite differently than a
classical digital computer(even while running a completely
classical algorithm). Instead of a steady-state pattern of volt-
age extended in space through an array of gates, one has
time-dependent bits localized in space, subjected to time-
dependent gates, as in Fig. 2(c). Classical computers are not
made in this way—there are significant design disadvantages
involved in having the gates go to the bits rather than the bits
go to the gates.

The compelling analogy between today’s high perfor-
mance digital circuits and GSQCs makes the prospect of
constructing a GSQC in the laboratory seem more plausible.
A GSQC possesses additional favorable characteristics, as
well, including an energy gap that defends against decoher-
ence[24]. These attractive features are encouraging, but it is
important to make a thorough and sober analysis of the prin-
ciples that limit GSQCs. A previous paper considered the
challenges that arise with respect to computer scalability
[25]. This paper takes a more comprehensive approach, in-
vestigating how much flexibility is possible when one seeks
to mimic time evolution(1) in a time-independent stateuCl.
Are we forced to use a state of form(2), or are other possi-
bilities available? We show that the impossibility of cloning
quantum information imposes fundamental restrictions upon
the formalism, ruling out tensor product replacements of Eq.
(2). On the other hand, the form(2) is not completely with-
out flexibility. We show that it is possible to change(2) with
“nonunitary” gates. Moreover, we show that nonunitary gates
can be used in conjunction with quantum teleportation pro-
tocols to qualitatively improve GSQC gap scaling.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the
GSQC formalism and its scalability properties. Section III
presents a spatial no-cloning argument that constrains the
mimicking of time evolution. This argument shows that it is
not possible improve scalability by utilizing a tensor product
version of Eq.(2), which might seem attractive at first. In
Sec. IV, we consider the flexibility that does exist in the
formalism of ground-state quantum computation. Both
many-particle qubits and nonunitary flexibility are explored.
Finally, in Sec. V, we show that sidesteping the usual time
evolution with quantum teleportation, in conjunction with
nonunitary gates, leads to a qualitative improvement in
GSQC gap scaling.

II. GSQC HAMILTONIAN AND SCALABILITY

A single qubit system can be prepared in the state(2) by
setting up the following Hamiltonian on the
2sN+1d-dimensional Hilbert space

FIG. 1. Quantum dot realization of ground-state quantum com-
puter with a single qubit. An example is shown forN=4, where the
electronic wave function(2) purely for illustration is taken to be
f1 0 Î1/2 Î1/2 0 1 0 1 1 0g†/Î5 and the shading indicates a non-
zero expectation value of the electronic charge density.

FIG. 2. Comparison of(a) classical digital circuit,(b) GSQC
implemented in an array of quantum dots, and(c) conventional
time-dependent quantum computer realized with charge-based
quantum dot qubits. In(a), logical value 1 corresponds to 10 V. In
(b), the expectation value of the ground-state charge density is in-
dicated by shading of the quantum dots; it is analogous to the pat-
tern of voltages in(a). In (c), an electron shifts in time coherently
between two dots in each qubit. Only the final state is depicted.
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H = e3
I + Dsz − U1

†

− U1 2I − U2
†

− U2 2I − U3
†

� − UN
†

− UN I
4 . s3d

Here,I denotes the 232 identity matrix,sz is a Pauli matrix,
D is a small constant, ande is some constant energy. IfD
=0, the Hamiltonian(3) is positive semidefinite and has two
degenerate ground states of the form(2). [There are two
states of the form(2) since one can choose the input ampli-
tudesk0ucst0dl andk1ucst0dl in two orthogonal ways.] Fixing
D at a small value introduces a small perturbing bias that
selects out a unique ground state. IfD.0, the state(2) with
input k0ucst0dl=0 andk1ucst0dl=1 will be the Hamiltonian’s
unique ground state. IfD,0, the state(2) with input
k0ucst0dl=1 and k1ucst0dl=0 will be the Hamiltonian’s
unique ground state. By setting up the Hamiltonian with a
finite D and then cooling the system to a temperature that is
low compared to the(free) energy of the excited states, one
should be able to keep the system reliably in a unique ground
stateuCl with desired input.

This Hamiltonian(3) is written in second-quantized nota-
tion in Ref. [24], as is its generalization for the case of mul-
tiple qubits. In the single qubit case, the Hamiltonian(3) can
be rewritten

H = DC0
†szC0 + o

i=1

N

hisUid, s4d

where

hisUid = efCi−1
† Ci−1 + Ci

†Ci − sCi
†UiCi−1 + H.c.dg s5d

andCi
†=fci,0

† ci,1
† g is a column vector that groups together two

creation operatorsci,0
† andci,1

† associated with statesu0il and
u1il, respectively. Although this is written in second-
quantized notation, there is only a single electron present in
the single qubit case and its Hilbert space has dimension
2sN+1d.

In the two qubit case, there are two electrons, each in a
Hilbert space of dimension 2sN+1d, so that the total Hilbert
space has dimensionf2sN+1dg2. We add a qubit indexA or B
to all operators, and the Hamiltonian simply becomes

H = DACA,0
† szCA,0 + DBCB,0

† szCB,0 + o
i=1

N

hA,isUA,id + hB,isUB,id,

s6d

assuming that each stepi in the algorithm stipulates indepen-
dent single-qubit gatesUA,i andUB,i. If the algorithm speci-
fies as thej th operation a controlled-NOT operation of qubit
B by qubit A instead of separate single-qubit gates, then we
replace the termshA,jsUA,jd+hB,jsUB,jd in H with

hA,B
j sCNOTd = eCA,j−1

† CA,j−1CB,j
† CB,j + hA

j sIdCB,j−1
† CB,j−1

+ cA,j ,0
† cA,j ,0hB

j sId + cA,j ,1
† cA,j ,1hB

j sNd. s7d

The unitary matrixN appearing inhB
j sNd is the 232 NOT

matrix (the Pauli matrixsx).
Given single-qubit gates(5) and the controlled-NOT gate

(7), it follows that a GSQC can execute any quantum com-
putation algorithm, on an arbitrary number of qubits[26]. In
other words, ground-state quantum computation can essen-
tially mimic arbitrary time evolution within the amplitudes
of a stateuCl.

While this is satisfying from a formal standpoint, if one
wishes to implement such a computer, a crucial concern is
the scalability[25]: the number of evolution steps that can be
mimicked or, equivalently, the maximum lengthN of the
calculations executable on a GSQC. At least three criteria
determine scalability.(i) The energy gap between the state of
form (2) with input value 0[i.e., k0ucst0dl=1 andk1ucst0dl
=0] and the state of form(2) with input value 1 [i.e.,
k0ucst0dl=0 and k1ucst0dl=1] cannot decrease quickly with
N. This energy gap depends upon the fact thatDÞ0 in H. (ii )
The energy gap between the ground state(2) and excited
states that are not of the form(2) cannot decrease quickly
with N. It is essential that the gaps referred to in(i) and (ii )
decrease slowly(or ideally, stay constant) because we need
to be able to cool the system to the ground state and keep it
there reliably. Assuming that the temperature of the computer
can only be lowered to some given minimum value, we do
not want thermal effects to overcome the gap and excite the
computer out of its computationally meaningful ground state.
In addition, scalability requires that(iii ) it be possible to
extract the output of the calculation successfully fromuCl
with a probability not decreasing quickly withN.

Considering goals(i) and(ii ), we determine the excitation
spectrum of Eq.(3). By making the unitary transformation

U =3
I

U1

U2U1

�

UN . . .U1

4 , s8d

we find that

U†HU = e3
I + Dsz − I

− I 2I − I

− I 2I − I

� − I

− I I
4 . s9d

This is just the Hamiltonian of two uncoupled linear chains
of lengthN+1 each, where the first site of one chain is per-
turbed by on-site energy +e D and the first site of the other
chain by −e D. As far as(i) is concerned, we find that in
first-order perturbation theory, the energies of the ground
states of the two chains differ by 2e D / sN+1d as a result of
the perturbation. To address(ii ), the eigenspectrum of this
Hamiltonian(with D set to zero) is calculated[25]. The gap
to the first excited state of each chain is of ordere / sN+1d2,
just as the eigenspectrum of a one-dimensional box of length
L has energies scaling as 1/L2. Thus, the smaller of the two
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gaps(i) and (ii ) shrinks ase / sN+1d2, which will impose a
limit on the maximum length of a GSQC computation.(Ac-
tually, the first order perturbation calculation for gap(i) as-
sumes that it is much smaller than gap(ii ); if gap (i) ap-
proaches gap(ii ) the perturbation could corrupt the ground
state by mixing in excited states. Thus, in general one should
choseD so that gap(i) is the smallest gap in the system,
regarding gap(ii ) as an upper bound.)

Naturally, it is worth considering whether Eq.(3) could be
replaced with another Hamiltonian with gaps that decrease
slower with N to improve scalability. Certainly, there are
many other positive semidefinite Hamiltonians that haveuCl
as their ground state. For instance, any power of the matrix
(3) will have this property(assuming that we introduce the
perturbation withDÞ0 only after raising the matrix to the
desired power). In general, such Hamiltonians possess matrix
elements involving products of theUi, though(e.g., consider
the form ofH2). This is a great disadvantage since it would
be necessary to compute these products classically in order
to realize the Hamiltonian. Such classical computations
would be self-defeating—in a sense, the very purpose of the
quantum computation is to evaluate products of unitary ma-
tricesUi¯U1 quantum mechanically. Thus, Eq.(3) seems to
be especially appropriate for implementing a quantum algo-
rithm with given input andUi, but no additional information.

III. SPATIAL NO-CLONING

Inspired in part by the scalability question, it is sensible to
consider systematically how much flexibility is possible in
the stateuCl. The gap decreases withN because the qubit
wave function spreads out over a Hilbert space of increasing
dimension 2sN+1d. Might it be possible to improve scalabil-
ity by using many particles in small Hilbert spaces rather
than a single particle in a large Hilbert space? For instance,
perhaps one could mimic time evolution of a qubit using a
chain ofsN+1d spin-1/2 particles rather than the scheme of
Fig. 1.

It seems reasonable to assume that in any time-mimicking
framework,uCl will need to contain information about each
of the time steps,ucst0dl, ucst1dl , . . . ,ucstNdl. In this case, the
stationary stateuCl must either contain a tensor product of
the steps or a superposition of the steps; these are the only
two ways to combine states in quantum mechanics. A tensor
product

uCl = ucst0dlucst1dl . . . ucstNdl s10d

involves many bodies and potentially has desireable scalabil-
ity properties. However, we now argue that this form does
not permit the enforcement of the desired connection(1) be-
tweenucsti−1dl anducstidl. To see this, we make an argument
along the lines of the no-cloning result of Ref.[27]. Consider
a trivial computation that just clones its input as output, so
that all of theUi in Eq. (1) are identity operators. Naturally,
we will need to change the Hamiltonian that gives rise touCl
depending upon the value of the inputucst0dl. However, it is
reasonable to demand that the change be minor in some
sense—we do not want to have to embark on a “precalcula-
tion” to determine the Hamiltonian with the desired compu-

tationally meaningful ground state.[In the case of(3) above,
one just shifts the sign ofD to change the input from 0 to 1.
Supplementing the calculation with a single-qubit gate prior
to the beginning of the algorithm even permits the input of
an arbitrary superposition of 0 and 1.] Clearly, the minor
change criterion is imprecise, and so the following must be
regarded as just a plausibility argument.

Let us focus on the case of a single qubit. If the computer
performs this trivial cloning algorithm for input “0,” the state
uCl is just u0lu0l¯ u0l. For input “1,” the stateuCl is just
u1lu1l¯ u1l. Presumably, these two states are nearly degen-
erate ground states of the Hamiltonian, and no minor change
of the Hamiltonian can produce a major change in the states.
The minor change associated with selecting the input will
just lead to a ground stateau0lu0l¯ u0l+bu1lu1l¯ u1l. In
particular, if ucst0dl=s1/Î2dsu0l+ u1ld, then uCl will not
take the desired form s1/Î2dsu0l+ u1lds1/Î2dsu0l
+ u1ld¯ s1/Î2dsu0l+ u1ld. Instead, it will look something like
s1/Î2du0lu0l¯ u0l+s1/Î2du1lu1l¯ u1l, a highly entangled
state rather than a simple echoing of input to output.[This
highly entangled state is unacceptable; if we follow the clon-
ing algorithm with a Hadamard gate and then a measure-
ment, then for inputucst0dl=s1/Î2dsu0l+ u1ld we expect to
measure the result 0 with certainty, while the entangled state
will produce 0 and 1 with equal probability.] In order to get
the desired state, a major change in the Hamiltonian seems
necessary.

We conclude that the tensor product form(10) is not suit-
able for a GSQC. In a classical digital circuit, it is possible to
use a voltmeter simultaneously to probe the value of the
voltage at more than one point in the flow of logic, say both
at the input and at the output of a given gate. In a quantum
computer, the initial state cannot coexist with the final state;
unless the initial state is lost when the final state emerges
from the gate, the two states end up entangled in an undes-
ired fashion. As above, if one imagines implementing an
IDENTITY gate, the coexistence of the initial and final states
would constitute cloning, clashing with the no-cloning
result [27].

This is why it has become conventional to design a quan-
tum computer that uses time-dependent localized bits. These
bits either experience an explicitly time-dependent Hamil-
tonian or traverse a time-independent Hamiltonian like mice
in a maze(as in the “flying qubit”[10] and “cursor Hamil-
tonian” [28,29] approaches). With the passage of time, the
initial state automatically evolves into the final state, so that
the cloning problem is avoided. If, instead of the time-
dependent approach, one attempts to make a spatially ex-
tended quantum computer in analogy to the voltage pattern
of a digital circuit, the cloning problem must be handled with
more subtlety. In Eq.(10), the statesucstidl are accessible to
measurement for all values ofi, and they become entangled
with the final stateucstNdl and frustrate quantum computa-
tion. The state(2) sidesteps the cloning problem because the
computer is placed into asuperpositionof initial and final
states, so that both states are both present but cannot be
simultaneously probed. Design improvement must be pur-
sued within this framework rather than using a tensor prod-
uct (10).
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IV. FLEXIBILITY IN MIMICKING TIME EVOLUTION

A. Many-particle qubit

A tensor product does not permit the mimicking of quan-
tum time evolution, but it is still possible to design a GSQC
qubit using a many-particle state. Instead of realizing the
Hamiltonian (3) using a single particle in a
2sN+1d-dimensional Hilbert space as in Fig. 1, one can set
up a suitable 2sN+1d-dimensional subspace of many-particle
states. For an illustrative example, consider a row of three
quantum dots sharing a single electron, where we assume
one state per dot. We associate one of the dots with logical
value 0, another dot with logical value 1, and the third dot
with an “idle” condition. The creation operators of the three
states arec0

†, c1
†, andd†, respectively. IfsN+1d of these ar-

rangements are placed together, then Hilbert space has di-
mension 3sN+1d. However, if the computationally meaningful
states are those withN electrons idle and only one “nonidle,”
then the computationally meaningful Hilbert space has di-
mension 2sN+1d. These computationally meaningful states
take the form u0il=dN

†
¯di+1

† c0,i
† di−1

†
¯d0

†uvacl or u1il
=dN

†
¯di+1

† c1,i
† di−1

†
¯d0

†uvacl. One such state is depicted in
Fig. 3. With this many-body realization ofu0il and u1il, state

(2) is the ground state of the HamiltonianH̃=D C0
†szC0

+oi=1
N h̃isUid, where

h̃isUd = efCi
†Ci + Ci−1

† Ci−1 − sdi−1
† Ci

†UiCi−1di + H.c.dg
s11d

and the subscripti distinguishes among theN+1 rows, each
carrying a single electron. We have grouped together the
nonidle states into a column vectorCi

†;fci,0
† ci,1

† g as in Eq.
(5). In this many-body implementation of a qubit, even
single-qubit gates require two-body interactions because gate
i must scatter the electron in rowi −1 into its idle state and

scatter the electron in rowi out of its idle state into a logical
state 0 or 1.

The extension to the case of two qubitsA and B
requires that we attach a qubit label to each operator

and write H̃=DACA,0
† szCA,0+DBCB,0

† szCB,0+oi=1
N h̃A,isUA,id

+ h̃B,isUB,id. Suppose that an algorithm specifies as operation
j a controlled-NOT gate of qubitB by qubit A rather than

independent single-qubit gates. Then the termsh̃A,jsUA,jd
+ h̃B,jsUB,jd are removed from the Hamiltonian. Single-qubit
gates(11) require two-body interactions in this many-body
implementation, and proceeding in a direct manner, we
might be tempted to devise a controlled-NOT gate that in-
volves unphysical four-body interactions. To avoid this, the
controlled-NOT gate is implemented in the same way as in
the previous GSQC implementation. The control qubit’s row
j −1 electron is allowed to inhabit two rows of logical quan-
tum dots instead of just one row. The same is done for the
target qubit(see Fig. 4). Thus, each rowj −1 electron occu-
pies five quantum dots instead of three, including the two
states grouped intoCA,j−1

† ;fcA,j−1,0
† cA,j−1,1

† g, the idle state
dA,j−1

† , and also the two nonidle states grouped into in
CA,j

† ;fcA,j ,0
† cA,j ,1

† g. The termhA,B
j sCNOTd of exactly form(7)

is added to the Hamiltonian. After the controlled-NOT opera-
tion, the algorithm resumes with stepj +1 for the control
qubit by adding to the Hamiltonian a slight modification of
Eq. (11)

h5A,j+1sUA,j+1d = efCA,j+1
† CA,j+1 + CA,j

† CA,j

− sdA,j−1
† CA,j+1

† UA,j+1CA,jdA,j+1 + H.c.dg
s12d

because there is no “idle” dot in rowj . The target qubit
resumes by adding a similar term, with the labelA replaced
by B. Subsequent terms have the form(11).

With single-qubit gates and the controlled-NOT gate in

FIG. 3. (a) A many-body realization of a single qubit. Five
[sN+1d=5 in this example] electrons are each confined to a row of
three dots. The total Hilbert space has dimension 3N+1=35, but only
2sN+1d=10 states are computationally meaningful. One such state,
u03l, is portrayed here. The state has four electrons in their “idle”
states and electroni =3 (the fourth electron from the top) in the
logical 0 state.(b) The same state in the single electron implemen-
tation of Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. A controlled-NOT gate in many-body-qubit realization of
a GSQC. Each row of three quantum dots in qubitA contains a
single electron, as does each row of three quantum dots in qubitB.
Within each dotted line, however, there are five dots instead of three
that contain a single electron. The computer executes a controlled-
NOT operation between rowj =1 and row j =2 using the Hamil-
tonian (7), just as in the previous implementation.
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hand, we have a many-body implementation that constitutes
a complete alternative to the single-electron-qubit realization
of Fig. 1. This flexibility of implementation is noteworthy.
However, the many-body character of the state is not found
to lead to any advantages. In the many-particle ground state,
electrons mostly just occupy their “idle” state(i.e., an arbi-
trary electroni in an arbitrary qubitM has kC udM,i

† dM,iuCl
@ kC uCM,i

† CM,iuCl). The Hamiltonian in the computationally
meaningful Hilbert space of this system has the form(3), so
the spectrum is no better than the original spectrum as far as
the scalability criteria(i)–(iii ) of Sec. II are concerned. Other
sources of flexibility in the formalism must be sought.

B. “Nonunitary” flexibility

The form (2) of uCl treats every time step equivalently,
which is a characteristic of genuine time evolution, but is not
essential when we are mimicking time evolution. For in-
stance, we may be more concerned with the output of a cal-
culation,

UN ¯ U1Fk0ucst0dl
k1ucst0dl G ,

than with its intermediate steps. We are led to consider the
possibility thatuil takes the form

3
k00uCl
k10uCl

k01uCl
k11uCl

A
k0NuCl
k1NuCl

4 =
1

ÎN + 13
l0Fk0ucst0dl

k1ucst0dl G
l1U1Fk0ucst0dl

k1ucst0dl G
A

lNUN ¯ U1Fk0ucst0dl
k1ucst0dl G 4 , s13d

whereoi=0
N uliu2=N+1. This constitutes a “nonunitary” form

of evolution, in which the overall probability is not con-
served from step to step. ThisuCl is the ground state of the
Hamiltonian

H = e3
v0sI + Dszd − t1

*U1
†

− t1U1 2v1I − t2
*U2

†

− t2U2 2v2I − t3
*U3

†

� − tN
* UN

†

− tNUN vNI
4 ,

s14d

where ti and vi are numbers satisfying −tili−1+2vili
− ti+1

* li+1=0 for 1ø i ,N, v0l0− t1
*l1=0, and −tNlN−1

+vNlN=0. (We assume thate has been chosen so thatuvi u
ø1 and uti u ø1). Using the unitary transformation(8) we
find

U†HU = e3
v0sI + Dszd − t1

* I

− t1I 2v1I − t2
* I

− t2I 2v2I − t3
* I

� − tN
* I

− tNI vNI
4 .

s15d

Thus, the spectrum is that of two uncoupled linear chains of
lengthN, as in Fig. 5, where for each chain the on-site po-
tential at positioni is 2evi and the tunneling matrix element
between sitesi −1 andi is eti. At the ends of each chain, the
on-site potential isevi rather than 2evi, and a small pertur-
bation ±ev0D breaks the equivalence of the chains. Flexibil-
ity in the ti andvi can be used to tailor theli.

To satisfy scalability criterion(ii ) above, one can set up a
pronounced minimum in the on-site potentialvi. This can
produce a ground state in each chain with an energy gap that
is finite in theN→` limit. However, the ground state will be
localized, with values ofli that decay rapidly away from the
potential minimum, as shown in Fig. 6(a). To satisfy criterion
(i), one can locate the minimum in the potentialvi near i
=0 to tailor l0 to be of orderN, as in Fig. 6(b). First-order
perturbation theory implies that the state of form(13) with
input value 0 will differ in energy by 2eD ul0u2/ sN+1d from
the state of form(13) with input value 1; ifl0 is of order
N-this energy difference will not decrease withN (the first
order perturbation calculation will need to be replaced with a

FIG. 5. The spectrum of the Hamiltonian(14) is that of two
chains with on-site potentials 2evi and tunneling matrix elements
eti. At the ends of each chain, the on-site potential isevi rather than
2evi, and a small perturbation ±ev0D breaks the equivalence of the
chains, so that the system has a single nondegenerate eigenstate.
The constant energy factore is omitted from the figure.
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more accurate calculation in this case, but the qualitative
conclusion is still correct). Alternatively, to satisfy criterion
(iii ), one can locate the minimum in the potentialvi near i
=N to tailor lN to be of orderN, as in Fig. 6(c). In the case
of classical output, the results of the calculation can be mea-
sured with unit probability using sensor electrons[25]; the
gap of sensor electrons scales ase ulNu2/ sN+1d. For lN of
order N, this gap will not decrease withN (the first order
perturbation calculation will need to be replaced with a more
accurate calculation in this case, but the qualitative conclu-
sion is still correct).

Unfortunately, no single choice ofvi andti seems capable
of simultaneously satisfying all three criteria(i)–(iii ). The
solution to criterion(ii ) involves a localized ground state that
cannot have large values for bothul0u and ulNu, which are on
opposite sides of the chain. Eitherul0u or ulNu will be small,
conflicting with criterion(i) or (iii ), respectively.

Of course, one can put two minima invi, so that the
ground state will be like the symmetric solution to a double
well potential, possessing largeul0u and largeulNu. However,
in this case, the first excited state will simply be like the
antisymmetric solution of the double well potential, and
there will be a very small energy gap in violation of criterion
(ii ). Attempts to reduceti (recall thatti cannot be increased
becauseuti u ø1 by definition) seem simply to reduce the en-
ergy penalty associated with putting nodes in the wave func-
tion, exacerbating the conflict with criterion(ii ).

V. GATE APPLICATION BY QUANTUM TELEPORTATION

The nonunitary character of Eq.(13) seems to be the pri-
mary source of flexibility inuCl. While directly tuning theli

does not seem to improve GSQC gap scaling, we now show
that a different approach is possible. Nonunitary gates can be
utilized to improve GSQC scalability when combined with
the protocol of quantum teleportation[30].

Quantum teleportation can be used to apply gates[31–33]
by exploiting the following equality:

U1u0l
u0lU2u0l + u1lU2u1l

Î2

=
1

2
fuF0lU2s0U1u0l + uF1lU2s1U1u0l+ uF2lU2s2U1u0l

+ uF3lU2s3U1u0lg =
1

2o
i

uFilU2siU1u0l, s16d

whereuFil=1/Î2su0lsiu0l+ u1lsiu1ld andsi is a Pauli matrix
(with s0= I). This equality is most simply demonstrated by
writing out U1u0l explicitly asau0l+bu1l. In the case thatU2
is the identity operation, this equality is used to quantum
teleport[30] the stateU1u0l into the second qubit of an en-
tangled Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen(EPR) pair.

To see why this is useful for our purposes, we generalize
Eq. (16) as follows:

U1u0l
u0lU2u0l + u1lU2u1l

Î2

u0lU3u0l + u1lU3u1l
Î2

3 ¯

u0lUNu0l + u1lUNu1l
Î2

=
1

2o
i

uFilSU2siU1u0l
u0lU3u0l + u1lU3u1l

Î2

3
u0lUNu0l + u1lUNu1l

Î2
D

=
1

2N−1 o
i1,. . .,iN−1

uFi1
l ¯ uFiN−1

lUNsiN−1
¯ U2si1

U1u0l.

s17d

This equation shows that we do not have to apply the unitary
operators Ui in series in order to produce the result
UN. . .U1u0l. Instead, we can apply the gates in parallel.

An explicit seven-step procedure to produceUN¯U1u0l
is as follows:(a) Initialize 2N−1 qubits in logical 0, with
overall stateu0l¯ u0l, (b) apply a Walsh-Hadamard gateW
=1/Î2f 1 1

1 −1
g to every other qubit in parallel,(c) apply a

controlled-NOT gate to every other pair of qubits to produce
N EPR pair states and one logical 0 in the state

u0l
u0lu0l + u1lu1l

Î2

u0lu0l + u1lu1l
Î2

¯

u0lu0l + u1lu1l
Î2

,

(d) applyUi in parallel to every other qubit, yielding the state
(17). Then, by measuring the 2N initial qubits, there is some
probability that every pair will be found in the stateuF0l and
the remaining qubit will be in the desired state. The measure-
ment can be accomplished by(e) executing aCNOT gate
between adjacent pairs of qubits and then(f) executing a
Walsh-Hadamard gate so thatuF0l becomesu0lu0l, uF1l be-

FIG. 6. Three choices ofvi and the corresponding values ofli.
In each case, the filled circles give values ofvi and the empty
circles give values ofli. The dashed lines are guides to the eye of
the form of theli. (a) A minimum in thevi leads to an energy gap
in accordance with scalability criterion,(ii ) but theli are substantial
only in a localized region ofi. (b) If the minimum is neari =0, then
ul0u large butulNu is small, conflicting with(iii ). (c) If the minimum
is neari =N, then ulNu large butul0u is small, conflicting with(i).
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comes u0lu1l, uF2l becomes −i u1lu1l, and uF3l becomes
u1lu0l. If (g), the initial 2N qubits are all measured to be in
the stateu0l, then the final qubit will be in the desired state
UN¯U1u0l. If we are working in the context of time-
dependent quantum computation and only have unitary evo-
lution at our disposal, then the probability of obtaining the
correct result is 1/22N−2, the square of the amplitude of the
desired term in Eq.(17). However, if we are mimicking time
evolution, it is possible to make the evolution nonunitary and
to increase the probability of obtaining the correct result.
Since there are only seven time steps(a)–(g) to be mimicked
regardless ofN, it turns out to be possible to improve com-
puter gap scaling.

A GSQC design that implements these seven steps for the
caseN=3 is portrayed in Fig. 7. The extension to a largerN
is straightforward. For the caseN=3, the appropriate Hamil-
tonian has the form

H = DACA,0
† szCA,0 + ¯ + DECE,0

† szCE,0+ hA,1sId + hB,1sWd

+ hC,1sId + hD,1sWd + hE,1sId+ hA,2sId + hB,C
2 sCNOTd

+ hD,E
2 sCNOTd+ hA,3sU1d + hB,3sId + hC,3sU2d + hD,3sId

+ hE,3sU3d+ hB,A
4 sCNOTd + hD,C

4 sCNOTd + hE,4sId+ hA,5sId

+ hB,5sWd + hC,5sId + hD,5sWd + hE,5sId

+ hA,6sPd + hB,6sPd + hC,6sPd + hD,6sPd + hE,6sBd.

Each line of this equation implements one of the steps(a)–
(g) of the procedure. The single-qubit gate(5) and the
controlled-NOT gate (7) are employed repeatedly. For
DA, . . . ,DE,0, the first line ensures that the ground state will
have all qubits begin with logical 0, which is step(a). The
second line executes step(b), applying the requisite Walsh-

Hadamard operations. The third line effects the controlled-
NOT operations that produce the EPR pairs, in accordance
with step(c). The fourth line carries out step(d), acting with
the Ui gates. The fifth and sixth lines perform steps(e) and
(f), taking the statesuFil into product states in preparation
for measurement. At the final line, a new single-qubit Hamil-
tonianhjsPd causes nonunitary evolution. It projects out the
part of uCl that hasu0l values for qubitsA, B, C, andD, and
increases the amplitude of this part to enhance the chance of
success in step(g). This projection Hamiltonian takes the
form

hisPd = eFci−1,0
† ci−1,0+

1

l2ci,0
† ci,0 −

1

l
sci,0

† ci−1,0+ H.c.dG ,

s18d

for some constantl.1. In addition, in the last line there is a
boost HamiltonianhE,6sBd that boosts the amplitude for the
electron of qubitE to be on the final line, but without a
projection

hisBd = eFCi−1
† Ci−1 +

1

l2Ci
†Ci −

1

l
sCi

†Ci−1 + H.c.dG .

s19d

By choosing this Hamiltonian in accordance with the
seven step procedure, we ensure that the ground state
includes a desired contribution of the form
cA,6,0

† cB,6,0
† cC,6,0

† cD,6,0
† sCE,6

† U3U2U1f
1
0
gduvacl, in which all five

electrons are found in the final row of the computer. There
are many other terms in which at least one electron is not in
its final row. The probability of extracting the desired
term by measuring all electrons in the final row is
greater than fl2/2 /s6+l2/2dg2N−2 fl2/ s6+l2dg=fl2/2 /s6
+l2/2dg4 fl2/ s6+l2dg. We compute this by noting that the
first s2N−2d=4 electrons have probability greater than
l2/2 /s6+l2/2d of making it through the projection and re-
siding on the last row, while the final electron has probability
greater thanl2/ s6+l2d of residing on the two dots of the last
row [34]. If we choosel2,N, then our probability of ac-
cessing the desired state will not decrease withN.

In this case ofl2,N, we can estimate using the analysis
of Ref. [25] that the resulting gap of this computer should
scale roughly ase / f6s6+l2dg,e /N. This represents an im-
portant improvement over the our original form(2) of reach-
ing the stateUN¯U1u0l whose gap scaled ase / sN+1d2.
(However, it is very significant that the degeneracy of ex-
cited states is exponential inN, which will enhance vulner-
ability to thermal excitation.)

This quantum teleportation means of applying GSQC
gates can be extended to a computer with many qubits. It is
straightforward to include controlled-NOT gates, given the
discussion here and the treatment in Ref.[32]. Our gap esti-
mate of,e /N remains true in the multiple-qubit case.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have studied the mimicking of quantum-mechanical
time evolution (1) within the amplitudes of a time-

FIG. 7. Ground-state computer that applies gates by quantum
teleportation to produceUN¯U1u0l. An example is shown forN
=3 operations, where the protocol entails five qubits. The seven
rows of the computer execute steps(a)–(g) in sequence. Rows 1–3
yield two EPR pairs, assuming that all qubits are input with logical
0. Row 4 applies the unitary gatesUi. Rows 5–7 measure four of
the five qubits, and the desired state resides with some probability
in the final row of qubitE. To increaseN, more qubits are added
and the same pattern of gates is employed.
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independent stateuCl. A no-cloning type of principle im-
poses strong constraints upon the form ofuCl. Nevertheless,
important flexibility remains, especially in the form of non-
unitary evolution. We have demonstrated how this flexibility
can be exploited, together with quantum teleportation meth-
ods, to improve GSQC design. Consulting the three scalabil-
ity criteria mentioned above, we note that the resulting
GSQC has a gap[(i) and (ii )] that decreases ase /N when
(iii ) the measurement probability is nondecreasing withN.

It is possible that a gap scaling ofe /N may constitute a
fundamental maximum for any GSQC. Suppose that the in-
verse gap were to set the time scale for settling into the
ground state, and thereby obtained the answer to a calcula-
tion. If the inverse gap of some GSQC were less thanOsNd,
then the answer to anN step calculation could be available in
a time less thanOsNd, which would be surprising. To avoid
this, it might be necessary that the gap of every GSQC be no

greater thanOs1/Nd. Of course, this argument is quite heu-
risitic.

Irrespective of the size of the gap, it may be fruitful in
future work to try to introduce a clock cycle into GSQC
design in analogy to the clocking of classical digital comput-
ers. For instance, it might be possible to shift the on-site
potentials in Eq.(14) adiabatically, so that thevi would ex-
hibit a minimum ati =0 at the beginning of a calculation and
the minimum would move slowly down the array until reach-
ing i =N at the end of the calculation. This would sweep a
localized ground state through the quantum dot array[35].
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